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Introduction
This document was prepared for members of the COBATEST network that use their own data
collection system (not the COBATEST online tool), as guidance on how to submit the data for
aggregated monitoring and evaluation (M&E) indicators. The guidelines provide the list of
indicators required for completing the Excel of CBVCT M&E indicators. The CBVCT indicator data
should be extracted from the CBVCT services own data management system and prepared
according to the specifications.

CBVCT M&E data files should be submitted to the COBATEST Network annually, by the
following deadlines:
Data for the period:
1st January 2017 - 31st December 2017

Should be submitted by:
31st March 2018

1st January 2018 - 31st December 2018

31st March 2019

1st January 2019 - 31st December 2019

31st March 2020
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CBVCT Indicators
Although the list of core CBVCT indicators suggested above for M&E CBVCT services is already rather
long, individual CBVCT sites may decide to monitor a few additional indicators that are relevant to
their specific CBVCT service objectives and targets or are requested for monitoring by funding
agencies or donors. Such additional indicators could include indicators on counselling quality
andcontent, client satisfaction, counsellors’ requirements and satisfaction, etc. This might require
not only more extensive data collection but also more complex data collection methods (e.g. exit
interviews to monitor clients’ satisfaction (9) or direct observation of interaction between clients
and providers to monitor adherence to national HTC service quality standards) and should be
considered carefully.

Core CBVCT indicators for CBVCT services offering HIV screening
Firstly, CBVCTs will complete contextual descriptive data about the service such as: type of test used,
staff involved, key populations targetted, data collection tool used (standardised questionnaire,
online tool etc).
All these indicators, except for the latter two, should also be monitored in “disaggregated” form
by gender (male, female, transgender), age (<25 and 25+ years old) and key population at risk
(MSM, SW, IDU, migrants).
If a client is in two or more key populations, they should be recorded as such (e.g. an IDU SW
would be recorded in two categories and then once in “All”).
Screening tests may be Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) HIV test or rapid HIV test. Please
specify in the contextual data.
CBVCT 1: Number of clients tested for HIV with a screening test
To count number of clients, unique identifier must be used to eliminate duplicate tests and to link
information obtained at different visits from the same client and information about the same client
received from other services (e.g. HIV testing laboratory). For an example of the unique identifier
recommended by COBATEST, see Annex 1.
CBVCT 2: Proportion of clients who reported to have been previously tested for HIV

CBVCT 3: Proportion of clients who reported to have been tested for HIV during preceding 12
months

CBVCT 4: Proportion of clients who reported to have been tested for HIV at the same CBVCT
facility during preceding 12 months
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CBVCT 5: Proportion of clients with reactive screening HIV test result

CBVCT 6: Proportion of clients tested for HIV with a screening test who received the results

CBVCT 7: Proportion of clients with reactive screening HIV test result who were
tested with confirmatory HIV test
For clients who have a reactive HIV test, confirmatory testing usually takes place in a
healthcare facility with a fourth-generation test. Recording of this will depend on the
client reporting back to the CBVCT or giving permission to be followed-up.

CBVCT 8: Proportion of clients with positive confirmatory HIV test result

CBVCT 9: Proportion of clients with false positive results

Optional CBVCT indicators for CBVCT services offering HIV screening
CBVCT 10: Cost per client screened for HIV

CBVCT 11: Cost per confirmed HIV diagnosis
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CBVCT 12: Proportion of clients with confirmed HIV diagnosis who were linked to healthcare
The OptTest definition of linkage to care: the proportion of patients seen for HIV care
(measured by first CD4 count and/or viral load and/or attendance date and/or treatment
start date). Most CBVCT services collect linkage to care based on first attendance date at
healthcare facility. Prompt linkage is: linkage within 3 months of diagnosis. Recording of
this variable will depend on the client consenting to share this information either
themselves or through the health system.

CBVCT 12: Proportion of clients who tested HIV positive at CBVCT sites who were diagnosed late
3
Late diagnosis is defined as CD4 cells count of <350 CD4 cell/mm within three months
after HIV diagnosis.
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Core CBVCT indicators for CBVCT services offering HCV/Syphilis/other screening
If your CBVCT offers screening for HCV or syphilis, complete a extra sheet on the Excel for
each disease. The tests used should be specified in the first sheet in contextual information.
Indicators CBVCT1-8 should also be monitored in “disaggregated” form by gender (male,
female, transgender), age (<25 and 25+ years old) and key population at risk (MSM, SW,
IDU, migrants).
If a client is in two or more key populations, they should be recorded as such (e.g. an IDU
SW would be recorded in two categories and then once in “All”).
CBVCT STI 1: Number of clients tested for [HCV or syphilis] with a screening test
To count number of clients, a CBVCT service specific clients’ unique identifiers must be used
to eliminate duplicates. For an example of the unique identifier recommended by COBATEST,
see Annex 1.
CBVCT STI 2: Proportion of clients who reported to have been previously tested for [HCV or
syphilis]
umber of clients who reported to have been previously tested for HCV or syphilis
umber of clients tested for HCV or syphilis with a screening test
CBVCT STI 3: Proportion of clients who reported to have been previously diagnosed with
[HCV or syphilis]
umber of clients who reported to have been previously
HCV or syphilis
umber of clients tested for HCV or syphilis with a screening test
CBVCT STI 4: Proportion of clients who reported to have been previously diagnosed with
[HCV or syphilis] during preceding 12 months
umber of clients who reported to have been

HCV or syphilis

umber of clients tested for HCV or syphilis with a screening test
CBVCT STI 5: Proportion of clients with reactive screening [HCV or syphilis] test result
umber of clients with a reac ve screening test
umber of clients tested for HCV or syphilis with a screening test
CBVCT STI 6: Proportion of clients with reactive screening [HCV or syphilis]
test result who were tested with confirmatory [HCV or syphilis] test
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umber of clients with reac ve screening test who were tested with
con rmatory HCV or syphilis test
umber of clients with a reac ve HCV or syphilis screening test
CBVCT STI 7: Proportion of clients with [HCV or syphilis] diagnosis of active infection
umber of clients with posi ve con rmatory HCV or syphilis test
umber of clients with a reac ve HCV or syphilis screening test
CBVCT STI 8: Proportion of clients with [HCV or syphilis] diagnosis of old infection
umber of clients with diagnosis of old infec on
umber of clients
HCV or syphilis screening test
CBVCT STI 9: Cost per client screened for [HCV or syphilis]
Total opera onal cost of the CBVCT service
umber of clients tested with a HIV screening test

CBVCT STI 10: Cost per confirmed [HCV or syphilis] diagnosis
Total opera onal cost of the CBVCT service
umber of clients with con rmed HIV infec on

CBVCT 11: Proportion of clients with confirmed [HCV or syphilis] diagnosis who
were linked to healthcare
umber of clients with con rmed
umber of clients with con rmed

infec on who were lin ed to care
infec on rst screened in CBVCT
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4. Recommendations for the implementation of guidelines for CBVCT services
Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) of CBVCT at individual service level requires the allocation
of resources such as personnel time and logistic support which should be planned for. Help
in preparing the data for submission can be requested from the coordinating organisation of
the COBATEST Network.
For individual CBVCT services, incorporating CBVCT indicators into their M&E will provide
internationally standardised information for improving their services and enable them to
compare their performance over time and to other similar services. Individual CBVCT
services may also use such M&E results for advocating for CBVCT services in addition to
health care based HTC services and for providing evidence of their good performance and
impact when seeking funding. Such standardised approach will also allow for comparability
of CBVCT M&E data within the European HIV-COBATEST network, between CBVCT services
in member states and at the international level.
The majority of necessary data items for the suggested CBVCT indicators can be collected at
the CBVCT site through routine record keeping. For estimating the last two very important
optional CBVCT indicators, additional information on clients who were diagnosed as HIV
positive at CBVCT sites should be obtained from either healthcare services to which they
were referred to or from the national HIV surveillance system. This will require involvement
and cooperation of relevant local stakeholders and the use of a common unique identifier
data. In negotiating access to such data, personal data protection issues should be
considered carefully and, if necessary, a local medical ethical committee consent should be
sought.
An example of a core CBVCT indicators data collection form is given in Appendix 1. This form
was designed to be used by CBVCT services that will be members of the HIV-COBATEST
network forsending the data to the HIV-COBATEST coordinator. The form can also be used
to send the data to the national HIV/AIDS prevention, treatment and care programme to be
used for the purpose national of M&E of CBVCT within the national HTC programme.
Annex 1. COBATEST Unique Identifier

The COBATEST unique identifier is alphabetical and numerical and based on the answers to
five questions.
Gender: numerical (0 male, 1 female, 2 transgender).
Date of birth: numerical (DDMMYYYY)
Number of older brothers: numerical
Number of older sisters: numerical
Initial letter of mother’s first name: alphabetical
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Appendix 1
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